
Re�t Your Studio Mail-In Rebate Submission Form
RadioPopper Sekonic Module + Nanos

To receive your rebate check, please follow these instructions:

1) Purchase
Buy the new Sekonic Module plus at least 2 Nano units from the RadioPopper online store or 
any Authorized RadioPopper Dealer in the USA between March 28, 2014 and April 30, 2014.

2) Mail
Send this completed form along with your original receipt and the serial number and UPC 
barcode cut out from the Nano box(es) you received. A serial number and UPC is required for 
each unit being claimed for rebate. Rebate must be postmarked no later than May 15, 2014.

 3) Rebate Amount
When you purchase at least one Sekonic Module, you will receive the following amount back 
for each RadioPopper Nano Transmitter or Receiver purchased on the same order.

Mail To:
RadioPopper - Rebate
229 E. Reserve St. #102
Vancouver, WA 98661

Include:
This completed form
Your original sales receipt
Cut o� the UPC code and serial number of each Nano

2-3 Nano Units = $10 each (or)
4-5 Nano Units = $15 each (or)
6+ Nano Units = $20 each

Name:     Email:
Street Address:  
City:     State:  Zip:  

Terms and Conditions:  O�er only valid in the USA on RadioPopper SK Tx Modules, RadioPopper Nano Transmitters and RadioPopper Nano Receivers.  Cannot 
be combined with any other o�er to receive additional bene�t. If another o�er or promotion (for example a sale price, discount code, etc.) was used during 
purchase, you will receive the greater bene�t between the o�er or promotion used during purchase and this rebate.  Void where prohibited, taxed or restricted.  
Leap Devices LLC, DBA RadioPopper reserves the right to verify identi�cation.  Purchases must be made between 3/28/14 and 4/30/14 from an authorized 
RadioPopper dealer or directly from the RadioPopper online store.  Rebate submissions must be postmarked by 5/15/14 to be valid.  Qualifying rebates must be 
the result of a purchase where both the RadioPopper SK Tx Sekonic Module(s) and RadioPopper Nano(s) were purchased at the same time.  Allow up to 8 weeks 
for processing.  This rebate is available to end users only.  Fraudulent submissions will be rejected.  WARNING:  uses of �ctitious names, multiple addresses to 
obtain additional rebates may constitute fraud and could result in federal prosecution under the U.S. Mail Fraud Statutes (18 USC, §§ 1341 and 1342).

Amount of rebate will be calculated as follows:  For any Nano (Transmitter or Receiver) purchased on the same order with one or more RadioPopper SK Tx 
Sekonic Modules customer will receive $10 per Nano for 2 or 3 Nanos or $15 per Nano for purchases of 4 or 5 Nanos or $20 per Nano for purchases of 6 or more 
Nanos.

Leap Devices LLC, DBA RadioPopper is not a�liated with, maintained by, or in any way o�cially associated with Sekonic Corporation.  Sekonic is a registered 
trademark of Sekonic Corporation.


